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Abstract
We describe the use of pooled, region-specific hybridisation 
probes to screen high-density replica filters of a human 
genome YAC library. The probes were derived by microdis
section of an approximately 30-Mbp region subtending the 
translocation breakpoint on a der(l)(l;l I)(q42.1;ql4.3) chro
mosome. Of 70 microdissection clones used in pools of 4-10, 
47 identified a total of 77 YAC recombinants, representing 
over 50% of the microdissected region. This strategy can easily 
be adapted to other poorly mapped subchromosomal regions 
of the human or other mammalian genomes and will provide a 
solid framework for detailed contig map constructions.
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relatively limited number of overlapping 
clones [2, 3].

Contig mapping generally relies on a suffi
cient density of markers to anchor clones on 
the chromosomal map. However, certain re
gions of the genome are poorly mapped be
cause of a relative dearth of markers, there
fore constraining chromosome walking and 
contig mapping exercises. It is then desirable 
to produce new markers and to screen large- 
insert genomic libraries with many markers at 
once to accelerate contig mapping.

Introduction

Large-scale genome mapping projects have 
benefited enormously from the ability to 
clone large fragments of genomic DNA as arti
ficial chromosomes (YACs) in the budding 
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [1]. This tech
nology allows coverage of large chromosomal 
regions or even entire chromosomes with a
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St. Clair et al. [4] described a Scottish 
family with a balanced t( 1 ; 11 )(q42.1 ;q 14.3) 
translocation which segregates with schizo
phrenia. As part of a strategy towards cloning 
the translocation breakpoint, we produced a 
large number of new markers by microdis- 
secting and microcloning regions Iq41-q42.3 
and Ilql4.3-q23 from the der(l) transloca
tion chromosome of one of the patients [5]. 
FISH painting performed with the whole li
brary of microdissection clones (MDs) 
showed that the signal mapped equally to 
chromosomal regions Iq41-q42.3 and 
1 Iql4.3-q23 [5],

We screened high-density replica filters [6] 
of a whole human genome library [7] by 
hybridisation with pools of 4-10 repeat-free 
MDs, leading to the isolation of 162 YACs. 
We describe the analysis of this region-spe
cific YAC minilibrary, and discuss the effica
cy of the technique as well as its practicability 
as a general approach to initiating contig 
maps of large genomic regions.

Secondary Screening of the Minilibrary 
The YAC clones identified in the primary screen

ing were ordered in two 96-well microtitre plates which 
were replicated onto Hybond N (Amersham) using a 
96-prong device [11], grown on AHC agar for 48 h, and 
processed [6], using Glucanex (Novo Nordisk Fer
ment) as a yeast lytic enzyme [12]. Secondary screen
ing was performed with individual, radiolabelled MDs
[10].

Southern blot analysis of the YACs was performed 
by digesting 500 ng of total yeast DNA with £coRI 
(Eurogentec), followed by electrophoresis through a 
0.9% agarose gel and transfer onto Hybond N. Probe 
labelling, hybridisation and washes were as described 
for the primary screening.

Results

Primary Screening of a Human YAC
Library
Inserts of 600 phages obtained by micro- 

dissecting the chromosomal segment encom
passing the t(l; 1 l)(q42.1;ql4.3) translocation 
breakpoint were screened for the presence of 
repetitive sequences by Southern blot analysis 
with a total human DNA probe. 70 repeat- 
free MDs were identified. The insert size 
ranged between 500 bp and 4 kbp, with an 
average size of 1.5 kbp. Ten complex probes 
were prepared by mixing between 4 and 10 
MDs (table 1), radiolabelled [10] and hybrid
ised to high-density replica filters of a YAC 
library [7],

As screening with complex probes was ex
pected to result in non-uniform signals from 
between MDs within a pool, some clones giv
ing signals just above background were 
picked, although strongly hybridising clones 
were selected preferentially.

Typical results are shown in figure 1. Panel 
A shows one filter screened with pool 3 (ta
ble 1). All four strongly hybridising clones 
(numbered 1-4) proved to be real positives by 
Southern blot analysis (see ‘Secondary 
Screening’). Panel C shows a filter from

Materials and Methods
Primary Screening
High-density replica filters of the ICI library [7] 

were produced at the Human Gene Mapping Project 
Resource Centre in Harrow (UK) as described else
where [6]. Inserts from the MDs were amplified by 
PCR using vector-specific primers [8, 9]. Insert DNA 
was carefully quantified by agarose gel electrophoresis 
followed by ethidium bromide staining. Pools of 4-10 
MD inserts were made by mixing equal amounts of 
DNA from individual inserts to normalise the hybrid
isation of each MD as far as possible. 20 ng of pool 
DNA were radiolabelled [10] and hybridised to the ICI 
high-density replica filters as described elsewhere [6], 
except from pool 7 which required repeat suppression 
with human Coti DNA (Gibco BRL; performed fol
lowing the supplier’s instructions). Filters were then 
washed as described in Bentley et al. [6] and exposed 
for autoradiography to Kodak XAR films between two 
intensifying screens at -80°C for 1-5 days.
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screening with pool 8. Clones labelled 1-4 
were picked, but only clone 1 was found posi
tive at later stages of analysis (data not 
shown).

Results from screening with the 10 pools 
are indicated in table 1. A minilibrary of 162 
YAC clones was collected.

Secondary Screening of the Minilibrary 
Secondary screening of the minilibrary was 

performed by hybridisation with individual 
MD clones. A YAC was considered genuine 
when it gave, on a Southern blot, an EcóRl 
hybridisation signal of the same size as in 
total human genomic DNA and in the iscoRI- 
cloned MD insert. Southern blot analysis of 
some of the clones identified in the primary 
screening with pool 3 is displayed in figure lb,

Fig. 1. Hybridisation screening with MDs. 
a Screening with pool 3 (see table 1 ). Clones 1,2,3 and 
4 were picked, b Southern blot analysis demonstrating 
three YACs positive for two MDs (MD21 and MD27) 
belonging to pool 3. M = Size marker (1-kb ladder, 
Gibco BRL). c Screening with pool 8 (see table 1).

Table 1. Summary of screen
ing data MDs YACs Positive Positive Hybridisation 

MDs, % YACs, % background*
Pool Size

range, kb n n

0.8-1.6 
0.8-1.6 

1-1.6

17 754 411
2 8 15 100 73 +/-

6 13 83 693
13 694 1.6 7 57
23 50 431- 2.5 10

1.3-2.5 5
2- 2.5 7

5 +
60 506 14 +/-

23 35477 +
2-4 9 22 208 15 +

10 23 90 629 0.5-3
0.7-3 8 0 0 010 +

* - = Hybridisation background absent or low; +/- = medium level of
background; + = Strong level of background.
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and shows that clones 1CG5 and 25EH3, and 
clone 1CF2 are positive for MD21 and 
MD27, respectively. In total, 77 YACs out of 
162 (47.5%) were found to contain one or 
more MDs and were therefore considered to 
be real positives.

47 MDs out of 70 (67%) used in the prima
ry screening identified at least one positive 
YAC in the minilibrary, and will be referred 
to hereafter as ‘positive MDs’. This propor
tion is as high as could be expected, consid
ering the fact that the probes had not been 
characterised prior to undertaking the screen
ing, except that they were known to be repeat 
free. Positive MDs detected between one and 
six YACs in the minilibrary.

The minilibrary was further evaluated by 
screening with several markers known to map 
to the microdissected chromosomal segments. 
Positive YACs were found for markers 
D1S103 [13] and D1S251 [14] on chromo
some 1, and for the ionotropic glutamate 
receptor gene GLUR4 and marker D1S351 
on chromosome 11 [15]. However, no YAC 
was found at loci STMY and D11S388 al
though markers mapping both proximal and 
distal to these markers are known to exist in 
the MD library [18].

higher rates of false-positive YACs was ob
served with the larger inserts. 60-70% of 
genuine positive YACs were obtained with 
insert sizes up to 1.6 kbp (pools 2, 3, 4 and 9; 
the latter contains inserts with sizes mostly 
between 0.5 and 1.3 kbp). The figures drop
ped consistently with inserts larger than 
1.6 kbp, down to 35 and 20% for pool 7 and 8, 
respectively. This showed that insert size had 
a major effect on the screening.

Presence of Moderately Iterated Repeats in 
the Inserts. As indicated in table 1, primary 
screening with pools 5,7, 8 and 10 produced a 
significant level of hybridisation background 
and led to high rates of false-positive YACs. 
Secondary screening with individual MDs 
showed that each of these pools contained an 
MD with a moderately iterated repeat in its 
insert. The vast majority (60-100%) of false
positive YACs obtained with these pools hy
bridised in an aspecific manner to these par
ticular MDs, indicating that the repeat-con
taining MDs were responsible for the high 
rate of false positive YACs in the correspond
ing pools. Indeed, pool 1 initially contained 
an MD with a repetitive element, and no 
genuine positive YAC was identified. When 
primary screening was repeated without this 
MD, 41% of YACs identified in the primary 
screening were genuine.Effect of Pool Size, Insert Size and 

Presence of Moderately Iterated Repeats 
on the Screening
The rate of genuine positive YACs as well 

as the proportion of positive MDs vary con
siderably from one pool to another (table 1). 
The effect of three parameters was examined.

Number of MDs per Pool. Although a slight 
trend towards lower yields was observed with 
the larger pools, no major difference between 
the pools was observed in the proportions of 
either positive MDs or positive YACs.

Insert Size. Whereas the insert size did not 
seem to have a major effect on the percentage 
of positive MDs, an obvious trend towards

Discussion

We have used 70 MDs derived from re
gions Iq41-q42.3 and Ilql4.3-q23 pooled in 
sets of 4-10 to screen high-density replica fil
ters of a human genome YAC library. We iso
lated 162 YACs, 77 of which (47.5%) were 
found to be positive for one or more MDs in 
the secondary screening. Of the 70 MDs, 47 
(67%) identified YACs.

The size of the inserts played a major role 
on the outcome of the screening. The percent
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age of genuine positive YACs was consistently 
above 60% as long as the individual probe 
sizes remained below 1.6 kbp, but dropped as 
soon as they exceeded 1.6 kbp. The presence 
of moderately iterated sequences in four in
serts accounted for the vast majority of false
positive YACs observed in our experiment.

The MDs were assigned to either chromo
some 1 or chromosome 11 using a panel of 
somatic hybrid cell lines [8, 16]. 23 were 
assigned to chromosome 1, and 33 to chromo
some 11. The remaining 14 MDs could not be 
assigned to either chromosome unambiguous-

allowed the direct physical localisation of the 
YACs which contain these MDs. This will 
facilitate the elaboration of an integrated map 
of these chromosomal intervals.

We propose that a strategy in which MDs 
are used to screen large-insert genomic librar
ies and which are subregionally mapped with 
a panel of reduced somatic hybrid cell lines 
will be a powerful procedure to initiate the 
construction of a contig map in any region of 
the genome.
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Confirmation and closure of the map will 
require further screening with additional, se
lected MDs or STS markers and will benefit 
from the emerging whole genome genetic and 
physical map [17], Assignment of the chromo
some 1 lq MDs to nine subregions defined by 
a panel of somatic hybrid cell lines [8, 16]
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